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Proximal Design
Users as Designers of Mobility in the Russian North

SVETLANA USENYUK, SAMPSA HYYSALO,
and JACK WHALEN

ABSTRACT : By examining mobility in remote Arctic areas, we analyze how
challenging environmental conditions, while affecting technology performance, evoke people’s creativity and efforts as technology users. Based on historical materials and ethnographic observations of user inventiveness in the
transport sector in the Russian North, we define and document a phenomenon of “proximal design” in three different modes: the proximal complementation of “distant design” machines (trucks and military equipment) to
ascertain their reliability; the emergence of a new type of homemade all-terrain vehicle called a “karakat,” made from salvaged parts to specialize in
times and locations where other vehicles turn unreliable; and the traditional
craft of sledge-making by nomadic reindeer herders of the Yamal area,
where even materials are proximally collected and shaped. Our main argument is that continuous tuning, modification, and redesign of technology carried out by immediate users in situ make it possible for humans and ma-
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chines to function in extreme settings and that this can lead also to emergence of enduring design principles. We outline key characteristics of proximal design such as constraining environment, inventiveness by necessity,
flexible construction, personalization and symbolic meaning, and social
embeddedness of making/maintaining practices.

Introduction

Environments can create particular relations between humans and
technology. This may require adapting the application of technology for
the setting at hand, modifying or improving the objects, or engaging in
thoroughgoing design and manufacturing activities locally in order to
make the technology fully adequate and appropriate for local needs. We
call this phenomenon “proximal design” and document its different facets,
ranging from heightened attention and attachment to machines to creating entirely new classes of artifacts. We base our argument on case research
that combines historical and ethnographic material about mobility in the
extreme environment of the Russian North. This material provides an exceptional window to what is involved in “using,” and indeed, the kind of
“design” which it fosters.
Historians of technology have documented how users have acted as
agents of technological change. Among the most well-known works are
Ruth Schwartz Cowan’s examination of the co-evolution of housework
and new home appliances, Claude Fischer’s study of the variety of uses of
telephony during its early decades, and Ronald Kline and Trevor Pinch’s
study of how the seemingly fully standardized and mass- produced Ford
Model T was employed in multiple ways in the rural United States.1 Early
adopters were seen to wield influence on what uses and directions new
technologies and the social organization around them took, and on the
norms governing them.2 Users can actively oppose or passively reject new
technologies, or they can undermine the technology’s intended effects by
failing to use them according to expectations.
These days it is common knowledge that users have been sources of
inventive new technologies and improvements in areas where extant products did not cater to their specific needs. This phenomenon has been particularly salient in areas where producers have trouble accessing or deciphering user domain knowledge, or when for other reasons it is easier for
users to gain the needed design and manufacturing skills.3 The range of
1. Ruth Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother; Claude S. Fischer, America
Calling; Ronald Kline and Trevor Pinch, “Users as Agents of Technological Change.”
2. Patrice Flichy, “New Media History”; Atsushi Akera, “Voluntarism and the Fruits
of Collaboration.”
3. M. Akrich, “The De-Scription of Technical Objects”; Nelly Oudshoorn and
Trevor Pinch, “How Users and Non-Users Matter”; Eric von Hippel, “The Dominant
Role of Users in the Scientific Instrument Innovation Process”; Eric von Hippel, Demo-
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modes by which users adapt and invent based on locally procured resources has received due attention as a form of “design” and distributed
technical creativity.4 The portrayals of localized design efforts, however,
have tended to presume that enduring design principles and more architectural aspects of design emerge only from professional engineers and
designers. In this article we discuss how users’ actions in shaping technology comprise a form of design, which does not stop at immediate amendments to technology.
To study the phenomenon of proximal design, remote Arctic terrains
present a unique setting where, throughout the history of human presence,
the challenges of nature have encouraged a strong reliance on technology
and evoked a creative response to understand and overcome them.5 Thus, in
this setting, users’ close-to-the-machine, often vernacular actions to repurpose, redesign, maintain, and ascertain the workings of their technologies
become particularly visible. These actions in effect turn “using” into design
and manufacturing, but they remain deeply rooted in user domain concerns, information, resources, and competences. In achieving dependable
technology for extreme environmental settings there is a necessity to close
the social, cultural, and economic distance between producers and users to
create reliable machines and the resulting construction principles that are
effective for doing so.6 We argue—similarly to Glen Norcliffe’s model of GCOT—that in doing so, particular localities are fruitful in terms of emerging
users’ creativity, and we aim to demonstrate how “peripheral areas” that lack
substantial industry, when confronted by unusual challenges and risks to
human existence, turn into stimulatory environments for technological
inventions. In the end we suggest that such environments reveal patterns in
how humans engage with technology, patterns that may be found, albeit to
a less pronounced extent, in many other times and places.7
cratizing Innovation; Carliss Baldwin, Christoph Hienerth, and Eric von Hippel, “How
User Innovations Become Commercial Products”; Marcie J. Tyre and Eric von Hippel,
“The Situated Nature of Adaptive Learning in Organizations”; Kurt Beck, “The Art of
Truck Modding on the Nile (Sudan).”
4. T. Keinonen, “Immediate and Remote Design of Complex Environments”; Beck,
“The Art of Truck Modding on the Nile (Sudan).”
5. Dolly Jørgensen and Sverker Sørlin, Northscapes; Tim Ingold, The Perception of
the Environment.
6. We thus see that proximal design is not limited to “immediate design,” which in
design research is seen to be cut off from creating general principles, platforms, and radical innovation; instead we document how its evolutionary processes can surface. On
immediate and remote design: Keinonen, “Immediate and Remote Design of Complex
Environments.”
7. As evidence of this we can find heightened attention to forms of proximal design
of trucks and scooters in areas as diverse as Sudan, Pakistan, and India. Beck, “The Art
of Truck Modding on the Nile (Sudan)”; Keinonen, “Immediate and Remote Design of
Complex Environments”; Andrea Botero and Sampsa Hyysalo, “Ageing Together”;
Monika Büscher et al., “Landscapes of Practice.”
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To outline the scope and variation of this “proximal design” phenomenon we discuss three different kinds of technologies that have been historically significant in the Russian Arctic: remotely designed heavy vehicles and
their adaptions; a self-built new class of off-road machines; and the traditional sledges of the indigenous inhabitants of the Arctic, the Nenets. These
means of transport represent nonlinear historical layering of mobility in the
Russian North. We present three thematic narratives on these technologies,
which we discuss in ascending order of the extent of “proximal design”
involved. Organized in such a way, we believe these narratives convey more
richly the specific relation between human and technology in the extreme
environment than would a single chronological master narrative.
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND DATA

To investigate, we draw from the biographies of technologies and practices (BoTP) approach to cover both producers and users of technology and
their interrelations.8 This approach continues the line of historical sociological approaches to the study of technology, such as the social construction of technology (SCOT) and geographical construction of technology
(G-COT).9 Similarly to SCOT, the biographies of technologies and practices
approach has been developed in the field of science and technology studies.10 The cornerstone of BoTP is following equally development and use
practices, and doing so at multiple scales of analysis, from minutiae of interactions of humans and technologies to diachronic changes over decades in
relations of design, technology, and use. To accomplish this, BoTP involves
a combination of historical and ethnographic investigation into the technology and related practices (for more details, see Appendix I).
The nitty-gritty details of technology design and use are usually lost to
record keeping, often even to informants themselves, but are richly available through ethnographic work. Ethnography offers the possibility to
deepen the empirical base beyond what may be available in archival
sources such as test, accident, or court reports, even as such reports provide valuable views on culture, cosmology, and the details of social practices.11 Of particular relevance with respect to technology use is that official records tend to miss what is ordinary or seemingly unworthy of
8. Sampsa Hyysalo, Health Technology Development and Use; Mikael Johnson,
“How Social Media Changes User-Centered Design.”
9. Kline and Pinch, “Users as Agents of Technological Change”; Glen Norcliffe, “GCOT: The Geographical Construction of Technology.”
10. Neil Pollock and Robin Williams, Software and Organizations; Hyysalo, Health
Technology Development and Use; Neil Pollock and Sampsa Hyysalo, “The Business of
Being a User”; Mikael Johnson et al., “The Managed Prosumer”; Sampsa Hyysalo and
Svetlana Usenyuk, “The User-Dominated Technology Era.”
11. Diane Vaughan, The Challenger Launch Decision; Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie,
Montaillou; Giovanni Levi, Inheriting Power.
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recordation, and thus tend to omit aspects of the material and emotional
bonds that comprise everyday creativity with technology.
The potential complementarities between historiography and ethnography are long known and often pursued by introducing ethnographic sensitivity to historical analysis, as in the annales school and micro-history
movement. The BoTP approach suggests, however, that particularly for the
history of technology there is still more to be gained by conducting both
types of analyses in combination. The geographic conditions of the remote
Russian North have remained virtually unchanged during the time of our
scrutiny—about seventy years—and the indigenous Nenets’ sledge-building and settlers’ vernacular modifications to heavy vehicles inhabit the
same longue dureé. Ethnographic fieldwork offered insights to the slower
rhythms of change as well to the fleeting adjustments and ordinary tailoring that almost never enter the records used in diachronic analysis.
At the same time, diachronic change through the entry of new equipment and materials to the remote North would be difficult to capture by
ethnography alone. Diachronic description helps to contextualize why and
how particular types of design approaches were favored by state actors or
by locals and what political and cultural forces underpinned these efforts.
Particularly vital to the historical view has been its ability to capture the
emergence and evolution of new solutions that typically take many years to
mature. It is also crucial for tracing the interactions of developers and users
in the course of technology’s life and, ultimately, for revealing how distant
and proximal modes of design interconnect.
As a practical research orientation, BoTP seeks to describe the changes
in the material makeup of the technology, design activities, competences,
collaborations, knowledge bases, and so on. User practices, interaction arenas, and changing user roles are equally described. With regard to historical materials, our principal analytical method has been historical source
criticism and triangulation between different bodies of data and analytic
methods, particularly between official and unofficial accounts of the
machines and the evidence that the currently existing machines and interviewees can provide of their evolution.12 With regard to ethnographic
materials, we used thematic analysis to reveal patterns and themes within
the data: first in order to match descriptions and verbal accounts with
visual materials, and then to code the materials to themes and narratives.
We next unified the data sets and analytic procedures by creating overview
narratives on different aspects of the data, for example, the emergence of
innovation, variation in designs, environmental conditions, industrial context in Soviet times, publicity, evolution of wheels, design and craft practices, industrial ATVs, industrial wheels, repair and maintenance, and user
forum activities. These technology biographies were then interrelated and
12. N. K. Denzin, The Research Act; John Tosh, The Pursuit of History.
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cross-analyzed, and a presentation narrative was developed, starting from
the history of the Soviet Arctic transport vehicles and their use.
The “Distant Design” Paradigm: Centralized Localization Efforts
and the Complementarity of Users’ Local Interventions

The term “Far North” (kraynyy sever), as a specific Russian/Soviet construct introduced in 1932 for socioeconomic purposes, represents both the
physical isolation and virtual embeddedness of the region into the country’s national psyche as well as into its economy.13 Depending on changing
development priorities, the geographical boundaries of the Far North have
been subject to varying definitions over the years. Here we refer to one of
the earliest (1962) and most encompassing, by geographer S. V. Slavin, that
puts forward four criteria: northerly location and remoteness from large
industrial centers; harsh climatic conditions (e.g., long winters, widespread
permafrost, marshiness, etc.); very low population density and low level of
industrialization, including a limited transportation network; and high
costs of construction compared with other regions14 (fig. 1).
According to our field observations to date, the key characteristics—
extreme, isolated, remote, roadless, etc.—are still evident for the largest
share of the region’s population: long-term visitors, migrants, and non-indigenous locals. Thus, the perception of the “mobility-scape” of the Far
North was initially dominated by the idea that the vastness of space and
severity of the environment work against the construction and maintenance
of transport infrastructure, and in this way “isolate” Northern settlements
and impede people’s movements.15 This perception has changed remarkably little over the years since, despite the bits of modern living evident in
the handful of villages, cities, and industrial sites across this vast territory.
In the late 1950s–early 1960s, the large-scale industrial development of
the Far North and especially Siberia began under the concept of “the heroic
mastery of nature.”16 Looking back over the history of the Soviet state, a
substantial allocation of human and capital resources in the Northern territories is visible.17 Some of the largest industrial construction projects of
13. Timothy Heleniak, “Growth Poles and Ghost Towns in the Russian Far North,”
130.
14. S. V. Slavin, “K voprosu o metodakh i formakh upravleniya protsessom sotsialisticheskogo osvoyeniya Severa SSSR” [On the question of the methods and forms of
control under the socialist development process North of the USSR].
15. Joachim Otto Habeck and Ludek Broz, “Introduction.”
16. Alla Bolotova, “Loving and Conquering Nature.”
17. The development of remote territories and especially Siberia is one of the specific outcomes of the Soviet planning system. The detailed historical context of the
“supremely distorted economic geography” (3) caused by exceptional spatial misallocation of human resources and production forces is provided by Fiona Hill and Clifford
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FIG. 1 The geographical framework of the cases examined in this article.
(Sources: Based on maps provided in: “Economic Geography of USSR.” In Atlas
of USSR [Moscow: The Main Department of Geodesy and Cartography under
the USSR Council of Ministers, 1983], 128–33, 142–43; Diercke International
Atlas: Russia/Central Asia—Economy, p. 88, fig. 1; Ole Henrik Magga et al.,
eds., “Reindeer Herding, Traditional Knowledge and Adaptation to Climate
and Loss of Grazing Land,” Arctic Council, IPY EALÁT Consortium, 2011, 8.)

that time (e.g., Baikal-Amur Mainline [BAM]) were carried out in the
world’s harshest climate.18 Numerous multidisciplinary efforts by scientists and engineers were undertaken during that period in order to navigate
the young state through “the distance and cold of Siberia,” resulting in an
G. Gaddy in their seminal book The Siberian Curse. As they pointed out, Soviet planners
“sought to create permanent pools of labour to exploit the region’s rich natural resources
and to produce a more even spread of industry and population across the Russian
Federation, and to conquer, tame and settle Siberia’s vast and wilderness areas,” 2.
18. Mote, “Environmental Constraints to the Economic Development of Siberia”;
P. R. Josephson, “Projects of the Century in Soviet History.”
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entirely new sector of research on environmental constraints to the economic development of the region.19
Low temperatures, wind chill, permafrost, swampiness, daily fluctuations in atmospheric pressure, polar nights in winter and an abundance of
blood-sucking insects in summer are some of the most obvious environmental factors that for several decades had prevented the Communist Party
from unleashing economists, planners, and geologists on its natural
resources to the extent desired.20 With standard machinery, temperatures
below –15°C tend to introduce brittle ruptures, recommending the use of
special northern or arctic types of materials, and temperatures below –35°C
are known to introduce total work stoppage for standard technology.21
Human beings, in turn, are affected even more than machines; for instance,
there can be a drop of as much as 33 percent in annual labor productivity in
the Soviet North.22 The obstacles to Northern development are so great that
suggestions have been made for letting today’s Russia “shrink”; that is,
abandoning these territories in order to help the country achieve “a sustainable path of development.”23 Yet people have lived under and used
machine technology in these extreme environments for decades.
Consider in this regard the efforts of the Russian transport industry to
develop machines that could operate in such environments. The beginnings of this sector can be found in repair workshops from the early 1900s,
responding to increasing import of American and German vehicles.24 Although none of the industry’s early attempts to develop domestic vehicles
succeeded, the basic principles of transport design for a country whose
landmass was predominantly arctic were nevertheless developed from
these efforts: vehicles had to withstand wretchedly bad roads and extreme
climatic conditions, and to continue to run even without roadside service
stations.25 A special sector of technology for northern conditions in fact
19. See, e.g., Vasilii Vasil’evich Kryuchkov, Krainii Sever [The Far North]; Yu Dogayev, Ekonomicheskaya Effektivnost Novoi Tekhniki Na Severe [The Economic Efficiency of New Technology in the North]; Mote, “Environmental Constraints to the
Economic Development of Siberia”; Leslie Dienes, “Observations on the Russian Heartland”; Hill and Gaddy, The Siberian Curse.
20. Josephson, “Projects of the Century in Soviet History.”
21. The number of days per year with mean daily temperatures under 0°C varies
from about 200 in the southern parts of Siberia to almost 300 above the Polar Circle: Dogayev, Ekonomicheskaya Effektivnost Novoi Tekhniki Na Severe [The Economic Efficiency of New Technology in the North]; Mote, “Environmental Constraints to the Economic Development of Siberia.”
22. Ibid.
23. Strobe Talbott, quoted in Hill and Gaddy, The Siberian Curse, x.
24. W. H. Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry.”
25. N. YaLirman, “Pervyi Otechestvennyi Avtomobil’ S Dvigatelem Vnutrennego
Sgoraniya I Nachalo Razvitiya Avtomobilestroeniya v Rossii” [The First National
Automobile with Internal-Combustion Engine and the Beginning of the Development
of the Car-Building Industry in Russia]”; J. Stephen Dibbern, “Soviet and Japanese
Oversnow Vehicles”; Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry.”
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dates back to this early twentieth- century period, when the first attempts
to create over-snow vehicles (aerosleds) and half-tracked motorcars were
undertaken by groups of talented engineer-enthusiasts (including, for
example, Adolphe Kégresse and Igor Sikorsky.)26
The Central Scientific Automotive and Auto-Engine Institute (NAMI)
was established in Moscow, and three major factories—the “Central
Industrial Triangle”—were built from the mid-1920s to the early 1930s:
AMO in Moscow (later renamed ZIS and then ZIL), YaAZ in Yaroslavl’,
and GAZ in Gor’ky (the name of Nizhny Novgorod from 1932 to1990).
These facilities started manufacturing domestic engines (diesel and/or
gasoline) and fully assembled trucks for arctic countryside use. In the
1930s, the leading role in research and development of ATVs moved from
Moscow to GAZ in Gor’ky—which by that time had the most up-to-date
and largest motor vehicle plants in the world, with an annual production
capacity of 100,000 trucks—and there was also a research lab of snow vehicles established in the Gor’ky Industrial Institute.27
During World War II manufacturing was distributed to several production facilities in different parts of the country, particularly to the Urals
and Siberia, where the detachments from the AMO and ZIS/ZIL plants relocated.28 The follow-up reorganization of the motor industry in the immediate postwar period and afterward—from the 1950s to 1970s—
increased this remarkable geographic diffusion of production facilities, but
did not entail any significant changes in the basic policy of centralized
design. For instance, when a new plant, KamAZ—“the largest single industrial project ever to have been undertaken in the world,” with full production capacity of 150,000 trucks and 250,000 diesel engines per year—
appeared at a distance of 1,000 km from Moscow, the design, prototyping,
and testing work was still conducted at ZIL and NAMI.29
This combination of centralized design with widespread manufacturing facilities as a key characteristic of the Soviet transport industry aimed
at efficiently fulfilling the need for utility machinery all over the country.
This need became particularly acute in the case of the construction/re26. L. V. Barakhtanov and V. V. Belyakov, Nizhegorodskaya Nauchnaya Shkola Vezdekhodnykh Mashin, Transportno-Tekhnologicheskikh Kompleksov I Spetsialnogo Oborudovaniya [The Nizhniy Novgorod Scientific School of Development of All-Terrain
Vehicles, Transport-Technology Complexes and Special Equipment].
27. V. N. Ponomarev, ed., Istoriya SSSR [The History of the USSR]: cited in Parker,
“The Soviet Motor Industry,” 515, 539.
28. See more in Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry.”
29. To compare: by that time, total American production of heavy three-axled
trucks seldom exceeded 100,000 per year. Imogene U. Edwards, “Automotive Trends in
the USSR” and P. D. Borodin, ed., Tekhnicheskii Progress Na ZiLe [Technological Progress at the ZiL Factory]: both cited in Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry,” 524, 538;
Istoriya NAMI [The History of NAMI].
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source boom in Siberia that started in the late 1950s.30 Because of increased
extraction activities and frequent technology breakdown, Siberia claimed
far more of its share of Soviet construction machinery than even its high
rates of development would warrant: e.g., 30 percent of all Soviet trucks, 37
percent of the bulldozers, and 35 percent of the excavators in the 1960s.31
Also, the annual costs of all repairs were 25 to 30 percent of the total value
of the equipment utilized in the North, and capital repairs on some units
actually exceeded the value of the individual machines.32 According to
Soviet statistical information, average construction costs in Siberia and the
Far East were then running more than 50 percent higher than in European
Russia, with higher costs for related inputs such as labor, installation,
maintenance, and transportation.33
STRATEGY OF LOCALIZATION: TECHNOLOGICAL ARROGANCE
AND STANDARDIZED MODIFICATIONS

Huge and vitally important Northern areas posed a major problem for
the country’s leaders in terms of efficient management and technology
supply.34 As a consequence, the strategy of localization, of incorporating
local traits into existing product platforms, was introduced and widely
adopted in the early 1970s. The illustrative example is ZIL motor plant and
its subsidiary in Chita, East Siberia, about 6,000 km from Moscow. As
W. H. Parker has noted, “such distances militate against the supply of the
whole country from one zone, especially as the transport network is inadequate.”35 Indeed, while other branches located in closer proximity to the
central plant were aimed at supplying ZIL with automotive components,
the East Siberia one had a different purpose: since 1974, it has been assembling “localized” versions of mass-produced ZIL-130 trucks by imple30. Prospecting for oil and natural gas took place before the Revolution and after
1930, but gas was discovered in commercial quantities only in 1953, and oil in 1960:
Olga Alexandrova “The First Siberian Oil Gusher.” Most finds have been made since
1962, when the large-scale industrial development of the Russian Arctic officially started
with Decree No. 1208 of the Council of Ministers, “About Organization of Preparatory
Work for Industrial Development of Discovered Oil and Gas Deposits and about
Further Geological Exploration in Tyumen Region,” and, accordingly, when investment
in exploratory drilling was substantially increased. Robert N. North, “Soviet Northern
Development: The Case of NW Siberia.”
31. Mote, “Environmental Constraints to the Economic Development of Siberia.”
32. G. A. Agranat and V. Loginov, “Ob Osvoenii Severnykh Territoriy [About the
Development of Northern Territories].”
33. Yu Sobolev, “Narodnokhozyaystvennaya programma osvoyeniya zony BAM”
[The National economic program of development of the BAM zone].
34. North, “Soviet Northern Development”; Denis J. B. Shaw, “Spatial Dimensions
in Soviet Central Planning”; Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry”; Hill and Gaddy, The
Siberian Curse.
35. Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry.”
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menting modifications necessary to meet the severe conditions of the
region, while research and development work on such localization was
once again carried out in NAMI, Moscow 36 (fig. 2). This example demonstrates clearly that the entire motor industry was aimed not at innovation
but at localization of technology: adapting outdated military vehicles to
new civilian needs, with improvements of mechanical characteristics:
engine power, carrying capacity, frost resistance, fuel efficiency, etc.37
Soviet engineers exercised a commanding vision of the environment as
simply something to be managed or tamed with perfectible design.38 This
kind of professional attitude, based on prioritizing economic and political
criteria, rather than moral, ethical, ecological, or other normative considerations, was named “technological arrogance” by Paul Josephson. It has
shaped the specific aesthetics of Soviet technology: standardization,
rationalization, and mass production of components on the surface (reminiscent of the Bauhaus or Fordism), coupled with the consequences of a
command economy—limited choice of products and options, lack of ergonomic qualities including safety and user comfort, and neglected environmental issues.39 However, even in the face of this overwhelmingly centralized approach, the remote development of standard vehicles—such as
military fully tracked ATVs by GAZ and heavy-duty trucks by KamAZ—
has increasingly been taken up by local users (fig. 3).
INTO THE NORTHERN WILDERNESS: COMPLEMENTING DISTANT DESIGNS
WITH PROXIMAL DEPENDABILITY

While the civilian versions of the military machines did proliferate to
become predominant transport vehicles in northern parts of Russia, they
did not operate for their users as such fully determined machines as their
distant designers had projected. The image of the powerful and invulnerable “technology-for-conquering” was broken by numerous encounters
with the severe environment. The average lifespan of a fully tracked ATV
36. Eugeny Kochnev, Automobiles of the Soviet Army 1946–1991 [Avtomobili
Sovetskoi Armii 1946–1991].
37. Military fully tracked ATVs were owned primarily by organizations, though
nowadays there are people who have these machines for personal use. The range of
duties for fully tracked ATVs included—until now—geological exploration and landmarking for pipeline and railway construction. Now they are utilized as a primary mode
of transportation (including emergency transportation) in remote villages and smaller
state-arranged settlements, and also as shuttle buses in reindeer sovkhozes (state farms).
38. Gerasimov et al., “Large-Scale Research and Engineering Programs for Transformation of Nature in the Soviet Union and the Role of Geographers in Their Implementation”; Josephson, “Projects of the Century in Soviet History”; Graham, What
Have We Learned about Science and Technology from the Russian Experience?; Hill and
Gaddy, The Siberian Curse.
39. Dibbern, “Soviet and Japanese Oversnow Vehicles”; Parker, “The Soviet Motor
Industry”; Josephson, “Projects of the Century in Soviet History”; Nikita V. Voronov,
Dizain: Russkaya versia [Design: The Russian Version].
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FIG. 3 Left: GT-S/GAZ-71. (Source: Photo by S. Usenyuk, 2015.) Right: KamAZ-5410. (Source: Photo from Avtomobil’niy Transport [Automobile
Transport], no. 2 (1975): n.p., via www.voengruzovik.ru.)

FIG. 2 Northern modifications of standard truck models ZIL-130 (left) and ZIL-131 (middle and right). Technical characteristics (“localized” features): double glazing with an alcohol layer between panels, fog lights, additional insulation of the cab and accumulator, frost-resistant rubber, prestart engine heater, additional fuel tank, power takeoff, front winch, and a spare wheel mounted under the frame in the back
(apparently for faster and more convenient field repairs). (Sources: www.gruzovikpress.ru, www.voengruzovik.ru.)
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dropped from about 23,500 km in temperate conditions to 6,000–8,000 km
in the Arctic areas, despite specific reinforcements with cold-resistant rubbers, plastics, fuels, lubricants, and metals.40
However, for all the generalized engineering design failure, there are
countless counterexamples of concrete success, with one user’s account
perfectly illustrating this experience:
GAZUSHKA [a common “pet name” for GAZ ATVs] is such a good
machine! We used to have one with my brother-in-law: we found it
in the tundra broken and abandoned by geologists. We repaired it
. . . and have been using [it] for two years for fishing trips, before a
local administrative boss set sights on it and then seized it. Then it
didn’t work long: they had worn it out completely in three months.
So pity, in our hands it would’ve been riding and riding, for a long
time ahead!41

2016
VOL. 57

In some particularly harsh settings, e.g., the North and South Pole exploration missions, users’ proximal manipulations were complemented with an
informal/voluntary “feedback loop” established with distant producers with
the aim of correcting the most critical construction mistakes.42 But when it
came to regular use of fully tracked ATVs and heavy trucks, users could
count only on themselves for maintenance and modifications43 (fig. 4).
In these and many similar situations, users’ awareness of the fragile
mechanical essence of technology in general coexists with the great trust in
their own machines—a trust that stems from a close, mutually supportive
relationship: on the one hand, there is an owner who relies on his vehicle
and its mobility; and on the other, there is a machine whose functioning
depends on its owner’s capacity to keep it running. In our ethnographic
field research and historical interviews, all the informants emphasized that
the reliability of a machine does not mean how long it can function without repairs, but instead how accessible, understandable, and therefore fix40. Dibbern, “Soviet and Japanese Oversnow Vehicles.”
41. User MegaSergey888. Quoted from a comment with the video at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zKgcVZUgFHA (accessed 5 July 2013).
42. Dida, in Viktor Ivanov and Nadezhda Dida, “Chelyabinskiy Traktornyiy Zavod”
[Chelyabinsk Tractor Factory].
43. While the pioneers’ efforts were widely mythologized (e.g., John McCannon,
Red Arctic, on the early accounts of Soviet explorations), supported, and promoted as
signs of scientific, industrial, and political success “in mounting large centralized projects” (Loren R. Graham, Science in Russia and the Soviet Union), the technology-related
needs of ordinary workers were largely neglected by planners and policymakers, and
consequently by technology producers. Two reasons, among others, are: from the users’
side, workers were not interested in providing user feedback to producers with an eye to
further improvement of technology because of the temporary character of employment
in the North (long-commute work, fly-in/fly-out mode); and from the producers’ side,
the military-oriented industry was essentially inert and slow in implementing structural
changes in technology design.
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able its mechanical core is. Thus, a good machine is the one that constantly
“asks for” care for itself but at the same time constantly “pays back” with
(maybe short-term but) proper functioning. As one person put it, “Hardware is hardware: everything gets broken one day. . . . But it all depends on
how cautiously you drive, how much you care about your machine.”44 In
practice, structural details of this mutually supportive relationship vary
from “soft”/temporary modifications to “hard” tuning of personal machines (fig. 5): “We always take with us several sheets of cardboard: it’s the
most universal material in all occasions. Apart from simply covering the
radiator, you can cover the holes in the intermediate axle . . . or make a
temporary gasket.”45
The extent of constructive freedom and ability to improvise grows with
experience of the basic structure of cars, trucks, and even tracked ATVs, as
well as the conditions of driving. For example, the most respected members of user forums as well as our field informants are currently ages forty
to fifty and have been exercising off-road driving and mechanical skills
since they were at least eighteen (the age of joining the compulsory army).
The accumulated long-term experience provides the platform for building
trust with a particular vehicle, especially when it is given to the driver only
for carrying out a certain job. The requirements for a user’s personal mechanic skills and knowledge are particularly high: “One of the basic things
before departure is a complete mechanical checkout. And, of course, we do
everything ourselves. You have to get to know the machine you’re going to
drive almost non-stop for the next 2–3 days.”46
While there is nothing new in this way of knowing and becoming
skilled per se, in the case of the Arctic it turns into the unrelaxed, machinecentered driving mode, a fundamental part of adaptation and, moreover,
of physical survival:47 “I do not listen to any music. I’m constantly listening to the engine. This is the ‘road music’ that my life depends on.”48 “To
keep the engine speed constant you have to change gears all the time—it’s
almost like dancing ballet on ice (smiling)—all your bodily senses are
always in ‘full working mode.’”49
Overall, the mechanical competence coupled with non-mechanical
44. Eduard, field notes, 2013.
45. Andrei, interview, 2014.
46. Ibid.
47. The same phenomenon of unrelaxed machine-centered driving has been
observed and documented by anthropologist Tatiana Argounova-Low during her extensive fieldwork among long-distance truck drivers in East Siberia (Yakutia/Sakha Republic), in 2009–11. While elaborating on the drivers’ experiences in her article “Roads and
Roadlessness,” she specifies, in a similar way, that driving in the North calls for both
skills “to diagnose and fix a problem” (83) and “coordination of sensory perception,
contrary to the assumption that driving constitutes an autopilot activity and heavily
relies on sight” (79).
48. Anonymous (long-commute trucker), field notes, 2008.
49. Andrei, interview, 2014.
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FIG. 5 Northern-specific tuning of a user’s own KamAZ truck, 2007; the tuning elements were widely sourced: e.g., seats came from Audi,
and a gasoline heater inside from Cheboksary Tractor Plant. (Source: Photos courtesy of V. Nagovitsyn, via www.gruzovikpress.ru.)

FIG. 4 Most common troubles and breakages occurred to fully tracked ATVs, such as losing a roller, getting stuck in a swamp, and “having
shoes off,” i.e., losing a track chain. (Source: Photos by S. Usenyuk, 2013–15.)
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full-sensory perceptive skills result in the ability to cope with existing
drawbacks of design and deal with the fragile essence of machines against
the background of northern wilderness.
To summarize this first case study, we have shown how relatively “stable” standardized technology, when moved to the severe conditions of the
Russian North, turns into an unstable, incomplete, and ill-defined system. It
has been demonstrated that “proximal design input” from immediate users
is the essential component in making distantly designed machines operable
(fig. 6). The numerous failures and mismatches of “ex-situ” technology have
been regarded as actual triggers for altering/tinkering activities among users
on site. Users had to take the lead in shaping this system according to both
their needs and the environmental constraints. Apart from that, small mechanical adjustments/alterations helped people to build up a close, “beyondmechanical” relationship with their vehicles. We claim, however, that this is
only the most limited scope of users’ shaping of both design and the meaning of technology in an extreme environment. Therefore, we turn next to the
gradual escalation of the proximal design phenomenon.
In Proximity to the Land and the User: Homebrew Vehicles
for Personal Mobility

Since the end of the 1950s—that is, in the 1960s and 1970s, when the
vehicles produced by the Central Industrial Triangle had become larger
and more powerful—there has been a vacuum at the smaller end of the
market.50 While the mass-produced vehicles were aimed at “mastering the
North” on a grand scale, the personal mobility needs of the new inhabitants of northern industrial areas were, to a great extent, overlooked by
socialist planners. Despite the needs for practical consumer technology,
about 80 percent of engineers served in the military-industrial complex.51
At a human level, the development of the North was closely associated
with the highest levels of masculinity and—related to that—a very specific
range of professions: geologists, oil and gas workers, builders, drivers, and
pilots.52 Most of those professionals, when settling in the North, showed
strong practical and emotional engagements with the space outside the city
limits.53 Regular trips “to nature” required personal/small-scale mobility,
which had to be taken into users’ own hands. Engineers did not invest in
finding out if small-scale vehicles with sufficient ability to function on
rugged terrain could be introduced, as even larger-wheeled vehicles had
problems with their ground pressure on soils with low bearing capacity.
50. Parker, “The Soviet Motor Industry.”
51. Graham, What Have We Learned about Science and Technology from the Russian Experience?; Voronov, Dizain: Russkaya Versia [Design: The Russian Version].
52. Joachim Otto Habeck, What It Means to Be a Herdsman.
53. Bolotova, “Loving and Conquering Nature.”
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FIG. 6 Examples of karakats. (Sources: www.lunohodov.net, www.avito.ru.)

The solutions developed for mass production were acknowledged as limited in use and, in the case of increased size and cold-resistant rubber, in
heightened mobility, and were not proper all-terrain and all-season means
of transportation for northern regions.54 None could guarantee high
mobility (equal to full-track ATVs). Existing mass-produced vehicles on
wheels also were of inadequate heightened (the same structure/design as
limited vehicles, but improved with special cold-resistant materials)
mobility, and therefore could not be recommended for use across the vast
territory of the Soviet North.55 This illustrates Norcliffe’s argument that
technology should also be understood as geographically constructed.56
However, the professional prejudgment regarding wheels was disproved by a proximally discovered principle of wheel-surface interaction:
a wheel has to be softer than a soft surface so that it increases the contact
area between two soft “agents” and enables the movement of a vehicle. This
gave rise to a series of local inventions on a new type of transport vehicle
employing low-pressure tires, called a “karakat” and constructed in DIY
fashion out of recycled automotive components. Karakats are Russianinvented all-terrain vehicles that can be distinguished from other ATVs by
54. Dibbern, “Soviet and Japanese Oversnow Vehicles.”
55. The original terms “limited mobility” and “heightened mobility” came from
ibid.: “Soviet military surface mobility is categorized as high, heightened, and limited
mobility. By their own definitions, only tracked vehicles and one non-standard wheeled
vehicle fit the high mobility or ‘roadless area’ criteria” (227).
56. Norcliffe, “G-COT: The Geographical Construction of Technology.”
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their combination of high-elasticity, large-volume, extra-low-pressure
wheels (10–50 kPa), very low ground pressure (<15 kPa), and a lightweight
body (250–300 kg load per wheel) with light frame and engine constructions, flotation ability, ability to traverse bogs and thin ice, and a non-existent or customized suspension (see figure 6).
USER PRACTICE: “SELECTIVE BREEDING” AND DIY RELIABILITY

Basically, what karakat-makers all over the country did can be described as a bricolage way of building:57 examining the given traits—the
low-pressure wheels, light frame, etc.—and choosing to “interbreed” only
those that met their particular conditions. While making their machines,
amateurs used a great variety of components, assemblies, and individual
parts of cars, sidecars, and scooters. They achieved excellent results by
using recycled parts of decommissioned aircraft—different gears, bearing
units, tires, etc. There was also a great diversity of materials used for manufacturing frames and hulls: a waste piece of rolled steel, aluminum profiles, pipes, sheets, plywood. As for assembly methods, there were no particular priorities: elements could be welded, or riveted, or bolted. The
overall process resulted in hundreds of variations of karakats—highly
practical, well-balanced devices with a limited scope of use. From the engineering point of view, we can distinguish at least four major homemade
types: (1) all-terrain motorcycles designed as one- or two-seaters, with
three wheels or two wheels + fore-ski; (2) all-terrain four-wheelers/microcars with rear- or all-wheel drive, and open or closed body for up to four
passengers; (3) amphibious machines with an open boat–like hull, and
four- or six-wheel drive; (4) various convertible (but less practical) structures originating from radical experiments with standard motorbikes: e.g.,
alteration kits for converting a regular motorbike into a karakat and back,
and dismountable two-wheelers—all-wheel drive motorbikes with specially designed frames.58 While acknowledging the variety of designs and
places of origin, we chose to concentrate on two of the best-known examples of these proximally designed machines: the north-inspired threewheeler with a fore-ski, and the north-originated four x four–wheeler.
The north-inspired three-wheeler originated in the city of Tula, a part
of the Central Industrial Triangle, where one of the manufacturers of
heavy naval artillery also produced a small civilian addition—motorcycles
and scooters—under the framework of the conversion policy. These light
and modest vehicles were popular among Tula-dwellers, though for many
of them, possessing such a machine did not mean using it in its “primeval
design,” but actively interfering with its structure, on a smaller or larger
57. Büscher et al., “Landscapes of Practice.”
58. For more details, see Hyysalo and Usenyuk, “The User-Dominated Technology
Era.”
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scale. The only element accepted “as is” was the engine: rather compact
and lightweight, efficient and reliable, it was widely utilized by inventive
mechanics for different homemade machines, including tractors, trailers,
snow scooters, and the like.59 One of those mechanics, Vyacheslav Laukhin, came up with the idea of an ATV, which today is known as a “classic”
or “Tula-style” karakat—an upgraded motorbike, with low-pressure rear
wheels and the front ski that altogether improve cross-country and oversnow ability 60 (fig. 7).
Although the initial idea to combine wheels and skis in a motorbikebased structure originated in the moderate climate of central Russia, it
filled the gap in personal mobility means for roadless areas common for
the entire country. After experiments with standard scooters, Laukhin and
his son started making “weird pterodactyl-like structures out of furniture
pipes, with a fore ski, rear-wheel drive, with two cameras borrowed from
truck wheels,” which appeared to be light and fuel-efficient means of transportation.61 The idea of a lightweight over-snow ATV with a fore-ski made
numerous public appearances, garnered a great deal of publicity, and
resulted in a great increase of DIY activities among technically competent
and skillful amateurs. One of the quickest reactions came from the city of
Nadym in the West Siberia North (see map [figure 13]): here the official
user-collective, named Vezdekhod (literally “all-terrain vehicle”), organized in 1985, after a journal published detailed descriptions and drawings
of Laukhin’s machine (fig. 8).
However, Nadym makers quickly figured out that the Tula-style machines were not, in fact, a perfect match with the realities of use in their
locality—the tundra and forest-tundra. First, they objected to the fore-ski:
it proved to be fairly good for short-term use during sport expeditions, traversing plains in the Polar Urals with steady winds and hard-packed snow
(though sometimes with the securing company of a fully tracked GAZ).
But for long-term use on a regular basis in varying conditions this structure proved impractical and even dangerous: apart from the fore-ski, users
detected problems with shock absorption as well as with the three-wheeled
scheme in general.62
After a series of experiments and comparative test drives at national
karakat parades and contests, the “necessary and sufficient” number of
wheels for the West Siberia tundra emerged: “Three-wheeled snow-ma59. Vadim Shapiro, “Ispytano. Chto Dal’she?” [Tested. What’s Next?].
60. Yu Chernorotov, “‘Arfy’ za Polyarnym krugom [“Harps” beyond the Polar Circle]; Shapiro, “Ispytano. Chto Dal’she? [Tested. What’s Next?]”; V. Shalyagin, “Konstruiruyem Pnevmokhody” [Designing Pneumatic Vehicles].
61. Andrei Sud’bin, “Transport Chetvertichnogo Perioda” [Transport of the Quaternary], interview with Vadim Shapiro.
62. Igor Boechin, “Luchshaya Mashina Dlya Severa [The Best Vechicle for the
North]”; Vadim Shapiro, “V Probege Zavodskaya Samodelka [A Factory-Made DIY on
the Race].”
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FIG. 8 Proximally designed karakats for tundra conditions: early variations. (Sources: Tekhnika Molodezhi, no. 9 [1987]: 61 and no. 6 [1988]:

FIG. 7 Tula-style karakats. (Sources: Modelist-Konstruktor, no. 12 [1991]; www.lunohodov.net.)
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chines are unstable, six-wheeled ones are way too heavy; so the tundra votes
for four-all-wheel-drive ATVs!”63 This result of domestic bricolage was a
well-balanced, usually four-wheeled machine, with all-wheel drive (fig. 9).
However, the above-mentioned six-wheelers also developed into
highly functional designs for another part of northern Russia, the coastal
areas of the White Sea in Arkhangelsk Region (fig. 10). The wheels provided substantial buoyancy critical for safe fishing on the sea ice and spring
floods.64 The “rejected” three-axle models made a successful comeback to
the tundra in the late 1990s–early 2000s. Induced by an oil/gas boom in
modern Russia, a shift from amateur experimental devices to industry-produced machines occurred with increased carrying capacity (for commercial purposes). Nowadays, the largest portion of industrially produced
ATVs in Russia is concentrated in the area under study, Northwest Siberia
and Yamal, serving local extractive companies.65 In terms of proximal
alterations, in these models typical problems of ATVs on low-pressure
wheels, such as balance, cross-country ability on different types of terrain,
etc., have been overcome due to a higher degree of design and manufacturing precision (fig. 11).
In terms of user practices, the most popular use for all these karakats is
to “ride to nature” for fishing, hunting, berry- and mushroom-picking, and
other outdoor activities that constitute the common life of northern inhabitants. DIY machines, with their exceptionally repairable structure, reflect
the temporality of these activities. While there is no machine that can continually withstand the effects of a hostile environment, karakats—as many
informants and forum users confirm—are fairly easy to fix “on the go.”
With respect to the proximal design phenomenon, the users who were
designing karakats went far beyond redefining particular technological
artifacts. They instead redefined their mobility needs and, accordingly,
invented a new class of transport vehicles, which they then diversified to
meet the highly varying mobility needs of different settings. By producing
bricolage-type machines from materials at hand, users-makers constructed
new solutions that represented the next step in the proximal design phenomenon: collecting and shaping distally sourced/produced components
and turning them into proximally assembled close-fit machines, which
gain their meaning on site in the process of making and using.

63. Yuri Konovalov, an experienced northern traveler and karakat-maker, cited in
Boechin, “Luchshaya Mashina Dlya Severa [The Best Vehicle for the North].”
64. Chernorotov, “‘Arfy’ za Polyarnym krugom” [“Harps” beyond the Polar Circle];
O. Ilyin, “Shestikolesnaya Amfibia [The Six-Wheel Amphibia].”
65. Trecol commercial representative (Lyubertsy, Moscow region), phone interview, 2013.
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FIG. 10 Proximally designed karakats for coastal areas, Arkhangelsk region. (Sources: www.lunohodov.net, pnevmohod.ru.)

[1988]: 22, and no. 8 [1990]: 6.)

FIG. 9 Proximally designed karakats for tundra conditions: the next stage of evolution. (Sources: Tekhnika Molodezhi, no. 9 [1987]: 61, no. 6
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Crafted Mobility: Traditional Vehicles of Arctic Nomads
in the Yamal Peninsula
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Our last case study is grounded in Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Area
(particularly Yamal Peninsula and Polar Urals), where, to date, indigenous
inhabitants—Nenets/Nentsy—still practice the nomadic way of living
based on traditional forms of reindeer herding. This study extends the idea
of proximal design one step further here, where the entire design is developed from proximal materials and competences. Even in the modern
period of globalization caused by industrial development and massive
influx of new people and new technology, there is almost no communication and/or direct (peer-to-peer) exchange of knowledge and practices
between indigenous people of Yamal and newcomers.66 The persistence of
the Nenets’ engagements with the environment, and their view on agency
and materiality, has resulted in a longue durée of persistent designs of their
traditional sleds and related practices.
The basic “mobility unit” similar for all nomadic reindeer herders over
the vast area of the Arctic is a caravan—a chain of sleds and animals moving together in single file—and, on a grander scale, a personal as well as
communal life-sustenance module.67 Our field research provides an illustration of how specifics of a certain locality enable the development of
proximal variations of a long-established design of such a module, based
on what the environment can provide and the user can utilize.68
Generally speaking, a narta is a wooden sled for burdens, pulled by animal force—dogs or reindeer (fig. 12, left and middle)—or, since mechanized vehicles have invaded the Arctic, by a snowmobile 69 (fig. 12, right).
The list of the narta’s possible ancestors includes a scraper (a “drag sled”)
and even a boat. The only thing all historians and archaeologists agree on
is that the narta is entirely of northern origin; that is, it was not imported by
resettlers from southern regions.70 Nowadays, narta sleds—of numerous
66. As Yuri Kvashnin points out, “in Yamal, there are two distinct communities coexisting in parallel: one is the indigenous population, small in number, and the other is
the numerous Russian-speaking population. Each of them considers its own community
self-sufficient and keeps a certain distance in relation to the other. Contacts between the
two occur mainly on the economic basis and often have private character”: “Sovremennyye Ethnopoliticheskiye Protsessy v Yamalo-Nenetskom Avtonomnom Okruge”
[Modern Ethnopolitical Processes in Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Okrug], 104. Also,
inside indigenous society, the group of tundra dwellers, i.e., practicing reindeer herders,
is socially and culturally detached from those in villages and cities.
67. N. Garin, “Dizain ideal’noi veschi” [Design of an Ideal Object].
68. For the purpose of this study, we will focus only on proximal variations enabled
by environmental and functional differences, leaving aside those related to sociocultural and spiritual life of particular ethnic groups. Although all those aspects are inseparably embodied in the manmade things of indigenous nomads, we rely on our design
knowledge and ethnographic data in order to select features relevant for our study.
69. Pertti J. Pelto, Snowmobile Revolution.
70. L. V. Khomich, Nentsy.
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deer sled, Kola Peninsula, Russia; a snowmobile sled, Kautokeino, Norway (Source: Photos by S. Usenyuk.)

FIG. 12 Examples of narta designs with regard to various ways of pulling, 2013–15. From left to right: a dog sled, Sisimiut, Greenland; a rein-

FIG. 11 Three-axle “karakat origin” ATVs: industrial models. (Sources: Photos from manufacturers’ official websites.)
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types and design variations—are still in use on a regular basis among reindeer-herding communities over the vast area of the Russian Arctic (see figure 1). At the site of our study—Yamal—we focused on the reindeer-pulled
type of narta, which is employed as the main transport for long migrations
that extend, in average, over 300 km one way (and in some cases over 800
km one way) (fig. 13).

2016

PROXIMAL VARIATIONS

VOL. 57

The narta is used year-round to move on rocks, mud, river fords, snow,
etc. For a reindeer herder, though, the narta is much more than simply a
vehicle, it is the place where he spends most of his life: migrating with the
herd, racing, hunting, making/repairing his belongings, sometimes sleeping.71 Such a long existence in history—hundreds of years—and versatility
of uses became possible due to numerous adjustments and variations.
Appendix II contains a brief overview of a Nenets caravan’s functional
structure—the types of sleds and their practical use and corresponding
design features.
In terms of environmental conditions, there are different levels of entailed local variations, for example, different sled weights for winter/summer and for the presence/absence of wind and rain cover. Local differences
in runners present a particularly clear illustration of the phenomenon of
proximal design. In the Yamal area, there are two main types of terrain: the
tundra flatland (the peninsula part), with marine clay and sandy, marshy
ground; and mountain/sub-mountain tundra (close to the Polar Urals),
with rocky terrain. The sleds used at the former part are lower, lighter, and
less sturdy, while for the latter durability is critical. Sleds from mountain/sub-mountain areas are thus easy to recognize because of attached
extra-runners, so-called nyarmas (figs. 14, 16c). Nyarmas are also a clear
indicator of local “mobility trends” of reindeer herders.
Nowadays, in some places of rocky tundra, nyarmas are made of plastic or even metal to enhance the sliding ability and durability. In others,
especially in the areas of active industrial invasion, where the practice of
reindeer herding has recently changed, the respectively changed mode of
mobility has enabled herders to simply make fewer and thinner nyarmas.
And these observations draw our attention back to the making of a whole
sled, which results from a complex engagement of material resources with
the personality of a maker.

71. N. Garin, “Dizayn dlya usloviy Kraynego Severa” [Design for the Environment
of Far North].
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FIG. 13 Mobility patterns of the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug, 2015:

long-distance migration of reindeer herders next to the area covered by
karakat users from Nadym. (Source: Ilya Abramov.)
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FIG. 14 Top: Making the sled profile and choosing the appropriate material.

Bottom: exploded diagram of a man’s sled. (Source: Ilya Polyanskikh.)
PROXIMAL MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND TECHNIQUES

Depending on the particular territory, there are different types of wood
used, either solely or in combination. In the mountain area, larch (durable,
sturdy, though quite heavy) is the most popular. On the tundra flatland,
there are mainly spruce sledges (lighter, easier to handle, though less
durable), since the migration distances reach up to 1,200 km yearly and
weight becomes critical.72 For riding/herding sleds, the wood has to be of
especially high quality, and the quality control goes hand in hand with
environmental concerns: “Once me and a Nenets elder were wandering
around during the whole day searching for larch to make sled runners. I
said: ‘Let’s take this one, what’s a difference, otherwise we will freeze to
death!’ He objected: ‘No, what if this one doesn’t fit? Look, there is a knot
here, not a good thing. We have to find a really good trunk, because if we
cut off a living tree, it must be used entirely’”73 (see figure 14).
The basic toolkit of a Nenets sled-maker includes a one-side-sharpened
axe, a hand drill to make holes, and a simple plane to refine surfaces (fig.
15). Joints are wooden; no iron is used. “Modern tools are heavy and get
72. Florian Stammler, Reindeer Nomads Meet the Market; M. J. Dwyer and K. V.
Istomin, “Theories of Nomadic Movement.”
73. A Nenets elder, cited in K. V. Kuksin, “Nentsy.”
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FIG. 15 A Nenets hand drill and simple plane to refine surfaces. (Source: Radmir
Gelmutdinov.)

broken very often, and where in the tundra can I repair them? My own
tools I can make and repair anywhere. [In the village] we also have a chainsaw and electric plane. But when gasoline is over . . . there is no electricity.
Our own tools are much more reliable.”74
The way of adopting new materials and practices as “supplements and
not as substitutes to the entire lifestyle”75 can be illustrated by special techniques of bending the runners. The classic/traditional method of bending
is to use hot water: a would-be runner is steamed thoroughly until it becomes soft enough to be shaped. Another way is to use the wood’s natural
moisture: the blank parts are heated over a fire and then wrapped into rags
to prevent quick evaporation. One recently invented way, which indeed
simplifies the process and improves the quality of the final product, is to
soak the parts in diesel. The wood softens faster and, in addition, the antiseptic properties of diesel prevent the growth of possible parasites.
At a human level, the processes of making and maintaining a sled, as
of any other object in the nomadic artisan culture, are not merely physical
acts. They equally involve mind, body, and matter through emotionally
intense forms of communication between a maker and his vehicle: talks,
negotiations, curses, or prayers 76 (fig. 16). This “emotional proximity” is
critical to the durability and reliability of sleds. In a variety of functions
and settings, a sled ceases to be a humble, silent object and becomes a partner, a friend; and the factor of time indeed strengthens this “friendship,” a
process similar to ones we witnessed with drivers of modern-day trucks in
these remote territories in our first case study. Thus, the longer the sled is
74. Pelya, a reindeer herder in Yamal, cited in the blog http://www.4turista.ru/content/tri-dnya-u-kochevykh-olenevodov-krainego-severa (accessed 27 September 2016).
75. Stammler, Reindeer Nomads Meet the Market.
76. Garin, “Dizayn dlya usloviy Kraynego Severa” [Design for the Environment of
Far North]; A. V. Golovnev, Govoriashchie Kultury [Talking Cultures]; A. Golovnev,
Kochevniki Tundry Nentsy I Ikh Folklor [Nomads of the Tundra: The Nenets and Their
Folklore]; A. V. Golovnev and Gail Osherenko, Siberian Survival.
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FIG. 16 Making and maintenance practices, left to right: making a runner;
bending runners; attaching nyarmas; repairing “on-the-go” with close-at-hand
ropes and twigs. (Source: Ilya Polyanskikh and Radimir Gelmutdinov.)

in use, the better it becomes. It can also be explained from the point of view
of the material: wooden parts slowly adapt to each other, so the sled eventually “merges” with its owner by matching (for example) his driving posture and carrying load.
Plainly, the case study of Nenets sleds represents proximal design at its
peak: the full use of local materials and correspondingly developed skills at
the background of the constraining environment. The analysis of sled use
and construction processes revealed the deep social and cultural embeddedness of the inventive/innovative practices in the traditional way of living of
Arctic nomads. In many cases, people make objects for themselves, in order
to reach a perfect match with their things and—through them—to be able to
withstand a severe environment. This thoroughly balanced system, though
developed in geographic and cultural isolation, has been incorporating distantly produced elements for at least several centuries, from metal harpoons
and guns to rubber boots and mobile phones.77 What has drawn our attention is the fact that artifacts like sleds that appear to have been stabilized for
ages remain quite open to their makers and users for further adaptation.
77. Igor Krupnik, Arctic Adaptations; Florian Stammler, “Narratives of Adaptation
and Innovation.”
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Conclusion

In presenting these three cases, we have described how peripheral areas
of the Russian Far North have turned into stimulatory environments for
technological invention, while at the same time revealing patterns in how
humans engage with technology that may be found—albeit to a less pronounced extent—in many other times and places. Based on three studies,
all of them drawn from historical materials and complementary ethnographic observations, we can conclude that in severe conditions a personal
understanding of a good/reliable technology shifts from plain physical performance indicators to beyond-mechanical characteristics of a close,
mutually supportive relationship between a user and his machine. In this
setting, continuous tuning and modification of technology carried out by
immediate users in situ becomes the way for humans and machines to
function and co-exist. Overall, this analysis brings the users to the core of
the construction of technology for (and in) extreme environments like the
Arctic regions.
We believe the primary contribution of this analysis is in documenting
in-situ variations of Arctic technology under a common concept: proximal
design. The design activities found in all three case studies appeared to
evolve and develop through a three-stage process: “re-opening” and completing the distant technology through small mechanic alterations; proximally collecting and shaping distantly developed components (which can
result in a new class of technology); and making full use of the proximal
sources through developing relevant skills and at most supplementing
them with distantly produced details/technologies. All of these types of
proximal engagement have resulted in widely shared and available principles among users for how to render Artic technology dependable in their
harsh circumstances.
From this proximal design perspective, we can compare the three cases
in terms of these interrelationships of proximity/distance and the local,
acculturated adaptation of materials (fig. 17). The key characteristics of
proximal design can now be summarized:
• Constraining environment: New technologies do not necessarily
function well in environments that are geographically or culturally
different to the contexts of their inception. Advances in technology
may make operations in these environments more efficient, but it
remains difficult to detach their eventual dependability from local
contingencies.
• Inventiveness by necessity: External challenges coupled with increased dependence on technology force people to look for available
means and ways to instantly ensure reliability of human-machine
partnership. Users either discover in the distant design of standard
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FIG. 17 Three modes of proximal design. (Source: Svetlana Usenyuk.)

vehicles enough room for personification/improvisation that could
support and strengthen their belief in technology, or they re-think
their needs according to conditions of living (and moving) and, as
a result, create new types of vehicles or rely on incremental evolution within traditional means of mobility.
• Flexible construction principles: Being a technology user in extreme
environments means being constantly involved in actions and
processes of proximal design, instead of being stuck with a fixed
design and/or with a certain mode of use. As a result, simple, sometimes clunky and weird-looking shapes are not in fact a regrettable
necessity for current settings, but are functional, reliable, and, indeed, beautiful vehicles. By tuning conventional trucks or constructing bricolage-type machines from unexpected combinations of
materials in hand, users-makers rely on flexible construction principles and on interpretative flexibility over the form, meaning, and
uses of technology in the challenging natural environment. This
flexibility doesn’t preclude the emergence of enduring design principles through proximal design, such as how to construct and adapt
karakats that work well, and indeed, how the entire system of craftbased tools, materials, and product assembly of sledges takes place.
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• Social embeddedness: Proximal vehicles are not mere “side effects”
of coping with environmental challenges; instead, they are agents
that help to shape the very way of living of the entire community.
Balancing technical sophistication with community capabilities and
values, technology-related practice enables implementation of adaptive behavior and growth of local expertise, as well as knowledge
transfer into a wider community. This finds its corollary in how
proximal design endures over time. It rests on the mechanic skills
available in local communities that are learned and passed on by
membership, often explicit apprenticeship, in driving, maintaining,
and renewing equipment. Instead of a central master plan or blueprint, proximal design principles, once embedded in technical artifacts or tools, tend to be recorded only partially, but the enduring
success in creating adept equipment time and again is witness to
their existence.
• Personalization and symbolic meaning: Personalization of technical
objects is a primary way of helping oneself feel at ease in extreme
situations/environments.78 Personal input transforms physically
available components (materials, tools, developed skills) into what
keeps the machine running and the person contented. It cannot be
imposed from outside; it can only be grown inside a vehicle through
physical/proximal engagement with machines (making, repairing,
etc.). Through this engagement with technology, people construct
more than mere means of transportation: they acquire friends,
helpers, and relatives.
Participating in the discussion on how technology is socially shaped
and constructed, we have shown how machines and their users are interconnected through the process of adapting to severe conditions of the
Arctic.79 This process on the one hand enables proactive user behavior and,
moreover, forces people to engage physically with materials and structures.
On the other hand, it prevents both closure and stabilization of the technology at any stage of its life cycle. In other words, users are absorbed in
perpetual re-construction of their technology-in-use in order to withstand
the external challenges.
We have further conceptualized this phenomenon as one of proximal
design and shown how it is not limited to immediate adjustments of technology, but can also result in enduring design principles. In methodological terms, our study shows a fruitful interconnection of historiography and
ethnography. The latter can provide a sense of continuity as well as the
78. Vladimir Lebedev, Lichnost’ v ekstremalnykh usloviyakh [Personality in Extreme
Conditions].
79. Kline and Pinch, “Users as Agents of Technological Change”; Norcliffe, “GCOT: The Geographical Construction of Technology.”
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Appendix I

For the history of the Soviet Arctic transport vehicles and their use, we
investigated both the products and the production sites, using secondary
sources and focusing from 1959 (the start of the seventh five-year plan,
when leaders in Moscow decided to launch giant industrial projects in the
Far North) until the collapse of the Soviet state in 1991 and then on to the
2010s, when we conducted our ethnographic fieldwork on contemporary
user practices on site. Then we also reviewed three doctoral dissertations on
wheeled and tracked vehicles, two monographs on the Soviet military automobiles and special-purpose automobiles, and two engineering coursebooks and five operating manuals for particular models of fully tracked
ATVs and heavy-duty trucks, as well as international comparative studies
on the structure of the Soviet northern machines and northern roads.
The history of production sites is drawn from three doctoral dissertations in the field of national history, two monographs on the national
motor industry institutions, development reports and publications in journals, and proceedings on automotive industry, as well as international
studies on the history of technology and economic geography of the Soviet
Union and particularly Siberia (North 1972; Parker 1980; Mote 1983;
Josephson 1995; Graham 1998, 2013; Dienes 2005). In addition to these
historical materials, we observed contemporary user practices on site, complemented by following relevant discussions in internet forums of truckers
and tracked-ATV users (our ethnographic work is described at the end of
this section).
For our second case study, on self-designed karakats, we used a combination of formal sources in patents, dissertations, journal articles, and
internet forum posts as well as contemporary firsthand field observations.
We examined four engineering dissertations and twenty-three relevant
patents on wheels and other elements of karakat construction from the
1980s to the 2010s. The archives of the key journals for karakats were
examined: Modelist-Konstruktor since 1962 (567 issues, eleven of which
were relevant); in Tekhnika Molodezhi that popularized the Soviet “hobbyists’ movement,” five relevant issues). The official websites of, and correspondence with, commercial manufacturers of ATVs concerning lowpressure tires were used to clarify production process, model range, design
options, service and warranty, etc., and email exchanges with representatives of ATV manufacturers were conducted to verify the relevant details.
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We identified thirty internet forums with relevant discussions and
selected the across-Russia forums and four local forums of fishermen and
motorcar enthusiasts for close scrutiny. In total, these four forums contained
over 400,000 messages, close to 10,000 discussion threads on low-pressure
tire ATVs, and 15,000 registered users. We read, stored, tagged, and analyzed approximately 5,000 messages in 130 threads with regard to information about karakats (historical and current) as well as to how these forums
themselves have functioned. This helped us to identify the variety of engineering solutions and approaches to karakat-building and details of the evolution and making/inventing processes that do not usually appear in the
official press, and to explore the variety of users’ personal memories and
reflections. They further allowed us to examine users and self-designers
from different parts of Russia, with different interests and professional backgrounds, as well as different experiences in making/possessing karakats.
Our ethnographic observations resulted from several field trips by one
of the authors to Arctic Russia during 2006–13 which examined mobility
and particularly the use of home- and industrially made ATVs in West
Siberia, Yamal Peninsula, and Polar Urals—all areas that feature growing
resource-extraction industries. The majority of indigenous inhabitants of
the region still keep their traditional way of living based on fully nomadic
(Yamal and Polar Urals) or semi-nomadic reindeer herding, fishing, and
hunting (West Siberia). Participant observation—immersion into the
social and cultural context of people under study in order to get insight
into the different meanings of practices and objects—played a central role.
We supplemented our observations with the field notes and reflections of
our colleagues—professional researchers specialized on the same and/or
neighboring regions, such as East Siberia. Our other methods of data collection include interviews recorded in field diaries, audio and video recordings, and “artistic observations” in the form of field sketches, drawings,
paintings, photos, and videos. Our third case study is largely predicated on
these ethnographic materials with the addition of previous research on
nomadic peoples’ mobility in the Russian North (Khomich 1966; Krupnik
1993; Golovnev and Osherenko 1999; Golovnev 2004; Stammler 2005;
Dwyer and Istomin 2008; Golovnev 2009; Golovnev et al. 2014).
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The typology of sleds in the Nenets caravan follows. The text is adapted
from N. Garin’s 1991 dissertation, “Dizayn dlya usloviy Kraynego Severa:
Printsip preyemstvovaniya kul’tury korennogo naseleniya” [Design for the
Environment of Far North: The Principle of Borrowing from Indigenous
Material Culture] and the authors’ fieldnotes (2013). The images are from
Garin.

VOL. 57

Nedales’

OCTOBER

Individual carrier (the main transport for reindeer herding activities). It is
a sturdy and practical sled, with a low backrest, no slides. Every single part
of the sled tells about its speed, maneuverability, and versatility. In the
front part there is a small flat toolbox with an axe, a gun in a case, a lasso,
a hacksaw, and a bunch of bone buttons for harness—that is, a portable
repair shop.

Nengan

Family/cargo carrier (women with children and personal belongings). This
is the most beautiful and elegant-looking sled in the caravan. Its legs are
high and thin; it also has a high back and sides. This box-like structure aims
to protect a woman and her children while riding.

Vandaku

Family/cargo carrier. This sled contains personal belongings and the main
subsistence tools—fishing nets, traps, special clothing—and other personal
valuables of the sled’s owner. (There is also a so-called holy sled, similar to
vandaku in terms of structure. The holy sled is a part of a man’s personal
caravan and is intended to carry figures of household spirits and other
sacred belongings of a nomadic family. However, according to our field
observations, in some families this sled is no longer in use due to contemporary changes in the religion-scape of the Yamal Nenets. See Vera Skvirskaja, “Contested Souls?”)
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Lar’

Family/cargo carrier. This sled is for food storage and transport. It consists
of a spacious wooden box with a gabled roof and a small hatch built on an
ordinary vandaku. In order to protect goods from shock load and moisture, especially while crossing water obstacles, the box is lined with tarpaulin and the bottom is covered with wooden chips.

Yukhuna

Family/cargo carrier. This is a special cargo sled with higher box-shaped
sides. The box contains “soft things”—for example, bedding (pillows, curtains, bed hides, and hay mats), women’s handbags, personal and family
clothing, shoes, and so on—and is covered with a tarpaulin or hides.

Syabu

House carrier (parts of a portable tent and household goods). The name of
this sled literally means “unclean” or “foul.” This low, sturdy though lightweight sled is intended to carry heavy belongings that are considered to be
physically and spiritually unclean such as floor planks (usually four to sex
spruce boards), buckets, washbasins, and footwear (see Elena Liarskaya,
“Female Taboos and Concepts of the Unclean among the Nenets”).
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Nhutu

2016

House carrier. This is the longest sled in a row, also very low and sturdy,
without a sitting board. It contains the heaviest among all belongings of a
nomad—for example, tent poles, a portable iron stove, a sheet of metal for
the hearth , bed mats made of twigs, wooden planks for tent repairs, and
extra runners for sleds. This sled is often put on a windward side of the tent
in order to block the wind.
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